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ABSTRACT

Vizta Gym is a fitness center with a modern, clean, comfortable concept and complete facilities. Vizta Gym, which is present in several places in busy centers or malls in Medan City, also makes it easier for its members to carry out physical fitness sports activities wherever the Vizta Gym branch is located. However, the member verification process is still an obstacle. Someone who activates a member at one Vizta Gym branch and wants to do sports activities at another Vizta Gym branch must be verified manually. Apart from that, members often forget the sports schedule that has been prepared or planned in advance and the member’s active deadline. The aim of this research is to build a Vizta Gym membership data processing system using the prototype method and unified modeling language. The system that has been designed and built has succeeded in running well, making it easy for system administrators to process fitness training data and making it easy for members to find out information on training schedules and transactions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The existence of fitness centers through programs in people’s lifestyles creates new phenomena, especially regarding the diversity of people’s needs. Moreover, in urban areas, most workers are busy, so urban people prefer to exercise in fitness centers[1].

Vizta Gym is a fitness center with a modern, clean, comfortable concept and complete facilities. Apart from that, Vizta Gym also distributes fitness equipment (distributors) in Medan City. Vizta Gym, which is present in several places in busy centers or malls in Medan City[2][3], also makes it easier for its members to carry out body fitness sports activities wherever the Vizta Gym branch is located. However, the member verification process is still an obstacle. Someone who activates a member at one Vizta Gym branch and wants to do sports activities at another Vizta Gym branch must be verified manually. Apart from that, members often forget the sports schedule that has been prepared or planned in advance and the member’s active deadline.
Currently, everything related to information cannot be separated from technology. Information and communication technology is currently developing increasingly rapidly so that we are required to have certain skills to be able to adapt to existing technological advances\[4\]. This technology can be seen from the very rapid development of computers, because currently computers are the most dominant Information Technology (IT) medium. These things make and force every human being in this era of computerization to always be ready and in prime condition considering the many problems that exist which not only require psychological but also physical demands, this also has an impact on human health factors.

With the obstacles faced, an information technology approach is needed by designing and creating a membership data processing application system at Vizta Gym. This application is expected to provide good and excellent service so that it can increase the reputation of Vizta Gym. This application design uses a prototype method approach.

2. RESEARCH METHOD

The research method used in this research is a descriptive method. The descriptive method is a technique that examines the status of a group of people, an object, a set of conditions, a system of thought, or a class of events in the present. The aim of this descriptive research is to create a systematic, factual and accurate description, picture or painting of the facts, the nature of the relationship between the phenomena being studied\[5\].

Data collection aims to obtain the data and information needed regarding application system design\[6\]. The data collection methods used include: Observation, namely observing work procedures that are running directly at the research location. Literature study is looking for references from scientific sources that support related research. Interviews are collecting information by means of questions and answers with several parties involved in competent handling either directly or using online forms.

The system development method used in this research is the prototype method (fig 1) with the work stages used in this research being as follows\[7\].

1. Needs Analysis
   This stage is the stage of collecting data on system requirements defined in detail. In the process, the system development team will meet with the client to discuss the details of what kind of system they want.

2. Design and Build Prototype
   This stage, the system development team creates a design and builds a prototype or mock-up of the system. This stage is also the stage for improving the existing system prototype.

3. Prototype Testing
   This stage is the trial stage of the system prototype that has been built with system user clients. This stage can also be a needs analysis stage because the client will immediately provide feedback on the prototype being tested.

A prototype is an initial version of a stage of a software system that is used to present an overview of an idea, experiment with a design, look for as many existing problems as possible and find solutions to resolve these problems\[8\]. According to Malatista et al, the basis for this idea is to create a prototype as quickly as possible, then obtain feedback from users so that the prototype can be immediately improved after receiving feedback. All diagram designs or models created are not required to be perfect and final. The main purpose of preparing the design is as a tool to provide an overview of the system such as materials and menus that need to be included in the prototype to be developed\[9\].
Another system design method used is Unified Modeling Language (UML). UML is a standard specification language used to document, specify and build software. UML is a methodology for developing object-oriented systems and is also a tool to support system development. Use case diagrams are modeling for the behavior of the application to be created. Use case diagrams are used to find out what functions exist in an information system and who has the right to use these functions. Activity Diagrams describe various activity flows in the system being designed, how each flow begins, the decisions that may occur, and how they end[11]. Class Diagrams or class diagrams are used to create systems by describing the system structure in terms of defining the classes being created. Classes have variables owned by the class (attributes) and functions owned by the class (methods or operations)[12].

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1. UML Design

The UML design in this research uses use case diagrams, activity diagrams, and class diagrams. The use case diagram design shows that there are 2 system users interacting with each other as shown in Figure 2.

The design of the activity diagram consists of two parts that describe user activities, namely admin and members, towards the system being built as in Figure 3 and Figure 4 and the design of the class diagram can be seen in Figure 5.
Figure 3. Admin Activity Diagram Design

Figure 4. Member Activity Diagram Design
3.2. Interface Design

The interface design was carried out based on the previous UML design. There are several interface page design results which will be explained as follows. The login page (figure 6) is designed to authenticate users where there are 2 types of users of this system, namely admin and member. This page is running well. The home page (figure 7) is designed as the first page that appears after the login process and this page has worked well. The user profile page (figure 8) is designed to fill in and change profile data and passwords to log in to the system for both admins and members. This page is running well. The transaction page (figure 9) is designed to process member transaction data, namely adding, changing, deleting data. Transaction data is integrated with training schedule data and member data. This page has been running well. The scheduling page (figure 10) is designed to process training schedule data that will be held by Vizta Gym. This page is integrated with training package data and trainer data. This page has been running well. The personal page (figure 11) is designed to process system user data, both admins and members. This page has been running well.
Figure 6. Login Page Design

Figure 7. Home Page Design

Figure 8. User Profile Page Design

Figure 9. Transaction page design
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4. CONCLUSION

The system that was built has succeeded in running well and makes it easy for users, namely administrators, to process trainer data, personal data, training package data, training schedule data and transaction data. Likewise, members can easily find out information about the training schedule held by Vizta Gym and find out information about transactions that have been made.
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